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Universal Student U-PASS Advisory Board April 6, 2012 Spring Quarter Meeting Present: Aaron Lykken – GPSS Representative Zach Nostal – Guest, GPSS Melanie Mayock – Advisory Board Vice-Chair, GPSS Representative Becky Edmonds – GPSS Representative Bill Dow – Advisory Board Chair, ASUW Representative Sean Wilson – ASUW Representative Miles Fernandez – ASUW Representative Austin R. Bell – ASUW Representative Sarah Round – ASUW Representative Conor McLean – ASUW Representative Rene Singleton – Technical Adviser, Student Life Josh Kavanagh – Technical Adviser, Transportation Services Alicia Halberg – Advisory Board Staff, Commuter Services Not present: Celeste Gilman – Commuter Services 1. 5-Minute public comment period a. Nobody came to speak during the public comment period. 2. Welcome to new members a. All Advisory Board members introduced themselves and briefly explained their roles. 3. Changing the fee name a. Josh Kavanagh described the process that will occur after today’s discussion: i. Today, there needs to be an action item from the board demonstrating their desire to make a change to the name. ii. All documents will then be vetted through the Attorney General’s office on Monday. iii. Once approved, it will hopefully be placed on the Regents’ agenda posthaste. b. Character limitations and fee name i. The longest line items on the MyUW tuition statement are 24 characters, “Aid Disbursed to Account” and 30 characters, “FED DIRECT UNSUB STAFFORD LOAN” ii. Community Transportation Fee 1. 28 characters long 2. Abbreviating it to Comm. Trans. Fee could look to some like Community Transit, one of the six U-PASS transit agency partners.



3. GPSS leaders had talked about this name quite a bit prior to the Advisory Board meeting and favored it as an option. a. Including the word “community” helps demonstrate that this is a fee on the community by the community and for the community. b. There were some concerns about this name “overselling” that idea when perhaps just “transportation fee” would suffice. 4. It does not apply to all members of the community a. Faculty and staff do not pay this fee b. Some students are not in the universal program iii. Student Community Transportation Fee 1. 36 characters long 2. Stu. Comm. Trans. Fee or SCTF 3. Many Advisory Board members thought this name was too long and bulky; all students should be able to figure out what the fee is, and quickly. 4. If the Advisory Board has to abbreviate the fee name extensively to make it fit, then the entire purpose of renaming the fee might be lost. iv. Transportation Fee 1. 18 characters long 2. Conor McLean said some students might associate this with paying for transportation services, and that it could be too broad. v. Student Transportation Fee 1. 26 characters long 2. STF is already the name of the Student Technology Fee, but could be abbreviated to either Stud. Transportation Fee or Student Transpo. Fee. a. Many agreed that this was a clear way of demonstrating that this fee is for a specific community: the student community. 3. Advisory Board members agreed that Student Transportation Fee would be the best name, with Student Transpo. Fee as the next best alternative if limited by the number of characters. c. Advisory Board resolution i. Rene Singleton had concerns about the resolution being excessively long. ii. Bill Dow had concerns about having to make a resolution altogether; ASUW’s BOD and GPSS’ executive committee have both passed resolutions charging their respective presidents with finding a new name. 1. Josh Kavanagh said that the aforementioned ASUW and GPSS resolutions were very sparse, and that the Advisory Board should



iii.



iv. v. vi.



consider a “closing argument” – making their intention in changing the fee name abundantly clear. 2. Rene Singleton maintained that many items in the proposed resolution did not have much to do with changing the fee name. a. Melanie Mayock said that she didn’t think it hurt to have extra information about why the universal program was created in the first place. 3. The ASUW and GPSS passed their resolutions based on informal recommendations from the Advisory Board, the AB should now go back and make their own, encompassing resolution. The Advisory Board struck out whereas clauses 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9. Members chose to consolidate some portions of these clauses within the remaining few. Alicia Halberg will reformat the resolution to be consistent with other ASUW resolutions. The Advisory Board passed this resolution with all members in favor and none opposed. A copy of both the old, proposed resolution and the new, passed resolution are attached to these minutes.



4. Branch-level ridership data a. Josh Kavanagh presented the Winter Quarter ridership data alongside the Autumn Quarter data so that the Advisory Board could make better comparisons. b. Josh Kavanagh said that seasonality might explain the low nature of these numbers. i. If not, then the proposed explanation about convergence from the March 2, 2012 meeting may not be correct. c. The percentages on this sheet (attached) have to do with how Transportation Services compares the actual rides to the modeled rides. i. Josh Kavanagh reminded Advisory Board members that Everett Transit and Kitsap Transit are both incredibly small contracts, totaling less than $10,000 for students, faculty, and staff combined. Therefore, they are not really material in this discussion. d. The divergence in King County Metro ridership continues to be bothersome. i. Even though the model appears to have overstated ridership, as iterated in previous meetings, Transportation Services will not really know the full details until: 1. Ridership can be broken down at a group level, by faculty/staff and students separately. 2. One year out, when the extreme seasonality that occurs in the summer months can be accounted for. e. Despite actual ridership being less than the modeled ridership, students are still receiving a very good deal compared to the retail rate.



f.



Question (Conor McLean): Because it has diverged, rather than converged, what might a course of action be if this pattern continues? i. Josh Kavanagh said he would like to continue to see the patterns through the end of the year to see how seasonality plays out and look at the numbers at the group level. 1. Should the Advisory Board choose to meet over the summer, Transportation Services will provide those numbers as soon as they are available. ii. Josh Kavanagh said that because the transit agencies made substantial concessions, such as granting a two-year contract, students may not be able to get that back if they chose to break the contract early to attempt to re-negotiate. iii. Next year, Transportation Services will be able to negotiate the next contract with the transit agencies after it renews its contract with students. 1. This will take place between April 2013 and August 2013. 2. The current MOU is good through September 2013. a. TS will begin negotiations with the transit agencies after a new MOU is signed. 3. Because of this current situation, students may be able to reserve the current rate of $76 per quarter. a. The more downward pressure students put on this rate, the more risk students assume with the reserve that they have and the availability of that reserve in the future to offset rates. 4. King County Metro and other transit agencies will have other pressures on them at that time. a. KCM will no longer have the congestion reduction fee that passed this last summer. b. Currently, federal funding for transit agencies is in jeopardy. i. The University’s lobbyists in D.C. are hard at work on this issue, alongside ASUW’s Office of Government Relations.



5. Parking benefits as a part of U-PASS a. Bill Dow said that he and Conor McLean looked at potential actions to provide more transportation benefits to students on campus with regard to the 5 percent of spending to put towards promotions and overhead, as outlined in the MOU. b. Josh Kavanagh said that this is a misunderstanding. The 5 percent clause in the MOU is the cap at which Transportation Services has the permission to spend the U-PASS budget on promotions and overhead. i. Currently, Transportation Services uses just 2 percent of the U-PASS budget toward these ends.



ii. The budget was set up this way; it is not as if Transportation Services set aside 5 percent of the budget to use toward promotions and overhead and it’s only using 2 percent, leaving an extra 3 percent to use. 1. There is no extra money, no slush fund, in the U-PASS budget. c. Additionally, the parking component of the U-PASS benefit is not a part of the UPASS program budget – it has been considered historical and immaterial in the past. i. If Transportation Services was to make substantive changes to the current setup in a way that’s more favorable to students that not only would be unfair to the faculty/staff population, but would trigger a review of the parking benefit’s cost allocation. d. The question did raise an interesting point at Transportation Services – there are places on campus where the carpool benefit is not equal between faculty, staff, and students. i. Equalizing that is a challenge because of legacy computer systems and programming. ii. Transportation Services has established a goal of equalizing those benefits as it migrates to a new computer system in the coming years. 6. U-PASS factsheet a. Last quarter, when taking a first look at ridership numbers, Advisory Board members requested a document showing, in a concrete way, the benefits of the U-PASS program and that students are receiving a good deal. b. With the 20th anniversary of U-PASS, the issue will be back in the minds of students and likely on the pages of the Daily. c. This is meant to serve as a sort of “first-year summary” on what the program has meant to students. d. Next year, student fees will cost more than $500 as the new HUB fee is introduced. i. Explaining the benefits will help students to be better prepared for next year and understanding how the fees benefit themselves individually as well as the community as a whole. ii. Transportation Services will be a part of the two student governments’ efforts make connections with students in regards to these fees—working with First Year Programs, Residential Life, Panhellenic and IFC, and other student groups on campus. 7. U-PASS 20th Anniversary a. The U-PASS 20th Anniversary event will be on Friday, April 20, 2012 in Odegaard 220 at 10 a.m. b. Kevin Desmond, the general manager of King County Metro, will be there to issue a county proclamation declaring it U-PASS day.



c. Other figures will be there, including former Seattle City Councilwoman Heidi Wills, who was ASUW president 20 years ago and instrumental to creating the UPASS program. d. There will be free cake and punch. It’s intended to be a meaningful celebration for students, faculty, staff, transportation services, transit agencies, and other regional stakeholders who have seen the tremendous value in this program.



Resolution of the Universal Student U‐PASS Advisory Board    WHEREAS, Associated Students of the University of Washington (ASUW) and the Graduate and  Professional Student Senate (GPSS) convened the Student Transportation Taskforce (STT) to  study options for stabilizing student costs associated with the U‐PASS program, and  WHEREAS, the STT conducted a broadly‐based education and community engagement campaign on the  issue, culminating with a survey of student opinion on three different remedies that STT  identified, and  WHEREAS, the results of the STT survey and the STT final report demonstrated overwhelming support  for the imposition of a universal student fee that would support universal access to the U‐PASS  program, and  WHEREAS, the ASUW and GPSS subsequently authorized the establishment of a universal student fee for  that purpose and directed their presidents to work with the University Administration to  implement that fee, and  WHEREAS, the ASUW and GPSS presidents, acting under that authority negotiated a Memorandum of  Understanding (the MOU) with the representatives of the University Administration that  created a path for the implementation of that fee, and  WHEREAS, the MOU established the Universal Student U‐PASS Advisory Board (U‐PASS AB) to oversee  the implementation of the fee and the services that it supports and established the name of the  fee as the Universal Student U‐PASS Fee, and   WHEREAS, the fee is not a fee for service, rather it is a broadly based community fee to enable universal  access to a program that supports student and university community values of sustainability,  mobility, and accessibility, and  WHEREAS, it was and is the intention of the STT, ASUW, GPSS, and U‐PASS AB that it be constructed in  this broad fashion, rather than as a fee for service, and   WHEREAS, giving the fee the same name as the service that it supports suggests that it is a fee for  service, and   WHEREAS, the U‐PASS AB, ASUW Board and GPSS Executive Committee have determined that the best  way to address any resulting confusion is to change the name of the fee something different  than the name of the U‐PASS product, and  WHEREAS, the ASUW Board and GPSS Executive Committee have authorized their presidents to work  with the administration to implement a name change, and 



WHEREAS, the U‐PASS AB has considered many names ultimately determining that Student  Transportation Fee was the option that most accurately described the intention of the fee  without creating the impression that it was a fee for service,   BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the Universal Student U‐PASS Advisory Board recommends that the  ASUW President and GPSS President take such measures as are necessary to rename the current  fee as the Student Transportation Fee, including but not limited to amending the existing MOU  and securing the authorization of the University of Washington Regents for the administration  to continue to collect the fee under its new name.   



Universal Student U‐PASS Advisory Board  Spring Quarter Meeting | Friday, April 6, 2012  A resolution recommending a name change to the U‐PASS fee  WHEREAS, Associated Students of the University of Washington (ASUW) and the Graduate and  Professional Student Senate (GPSS) convened the Student Transportation Taskforce  (STT) to study options for stabilizing student costs associated with the U‐PASS program,  and  WHEREAS, the ASUW and GPSS subsequently authorized the establishment of a universal  student fee for the purpose of supporting universal access to the U‐PASS program, and  WHEREAS, the fee is not a fee for service, rather it is a broadly based community fee to enable  universal access to a program that supports student and university community values of  sustainability, mobility, and accessibility, and  WHEREAS, the U‐PASS AB, ASUW Board and GPSS Executive Committee have determined that  the best way to address any confusion is to change the name of the fee something  different than the name of the U‐PASS product, and  WHEREAS, the ASUW Board and GPSS Executive Committee have authorized their presidents to  work with the administration to implement a name change, and  WHEREAS, the U‐PASS AB has considered many names ultimately determining that Student  Transportation Fee was the option that most accurately described the intention of the  fee without creating the impression that it was a fee for service, now, therefore  BE IT RESOLVED BY THE UNIVERSAL STUDENT U‐PASS ADVISORY BOARD   THAT, the Universal Student U‐PASS Advisory Board recommends the ASUW President and  GPSS President take such measures as are necessary to rename the current fee as the  Student Transportation Fee, including but not limited to amending the existing MOU  and securing the authorization of the University of Washington Regents for the  administration to continue to collect the fee under its new name.   



Autumn 2011 UW‐Seattle branch‐level ridership data March 1, 2012



Actual Ridership  Contract ridership  Autumn 2011 (Seattle  estimates Autumn 2011 and UWEO Branches)



Community Transit Everett Transit King County Metro King County Ferry District Kitsap Transit Pierce Transit Sound Transit Total



                       211,270                             1,256                     2,632,656                             1,497                             8,149                             7,917                        321,183                     3,183,928



                          138,568                               5,699                       3,313,605                               1,342                             16,922                             40,866                           377,800                       3,894,802



Difference



%



‐72,702 4,443 680,949 ‐155 8,773 32,949 56,617 710,874



152% 22% 79% 112% 48% 19% 85% 82%



Actual Ridership Winter  Contract ridership  2012 (Seattle and  estimates Winter 2012 UWEO Branches)



                      167,177                               839                   2,215,649                           1,373                           6,735                           6,185                       268,414                   2,666,372



                          120,259                               5,069                       2,969,553                               1,204                             15,340                             35,203                           368,229                       3,514,856



Difference



%



Cumulative  Difference



‐46,918 4,230 753,904 ‐169 8,605 29,018 99,815 848,484



139% 17% 75% 114% 44% 18% 73% 76%



        (119,619)              8,672      1,434,853                (324)            17,378            61,966          156,432      1,559,358



Notes:  1) Contract ridership has been seasonally adjusted. 2) Contract ridership was established during summer 2011 using best available data prior to ORCA ridership being available. 3) Transit agencies shared mutual risk using ridership estimates and stability (locking in for two‐years) and favorable pricing was the goal 4) While projected ridership exceeds actual ridership, favorable pricing terms mean that the contract price is still significantly  below the retail cost of the actual trips taken 5) The funds we pay help the transit agencies provide services for our students, staff, and faculty.



Cumulative     



% 146% 19% 77% 113% 46% 19% 79% 79%



DRAFT 4/6/12 Universal Student U-PASS fact sheet Social and Health impact •



Universal Student U-PASS has increased access to transit for approx. 13,000 students at the University of Washington’s Seattle campus.



•



The U-PASS program has shaved 35.4 million vehicle miles per year off of the UW Community’s commute.*



•



Cyclists and pedestrians would face increased danger when commuting without the U-PASS program as there would be 8,900 more car trips to the University district each day.*



Environmental impact •



The U-PASS program has reduced the University’s carbon emissions by 8,200 metric tons per year.*



•



The U-PASS program has created a culture of transit use and low-impact commuting. Students and employees are immersed in a community where transit is the most common commute choice and few commuters drive alone.* o 41% use public transit o 24% walk o 19% drive alone o 8% bicycle o 7% carpool/vanpool o 2% other



Financial impact •



Students save money with a Universal U-PASS program! Compared to the retail price of these trips, students save approx. $8.4 million.



•



The Universal U-PASS program has increased the amount of institutional subsidy students receive. That institutional subsidy has increased by roughly $413,000.



•



University of Washington students received favorable and custom pricing from the U-PASS program's transit agency partners in recognition of the size of the participating student population and their trip-making behavior. The agencies also saw the value in boosting student and youth ridership as a part of their own marketing efforts. Because of the student body's commitment to the U-PASS program, UW Commuter Services was able to lock into a favorable two-year contract with U-PASS' six transit agency partners.



*These figures are for the faculty/staff and student programs combined for 2010.
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